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Swiss contributions

- Among the proponents of the experiment since the very 
beginning (large contribution to experiment design) 

- Responsible for physics sensitivity and the background studies 

- Detector geometry optimisation  

- Contributed to the MC software development 

- Proponents of the Spectrometer Timing Detector and the 
Upstream Veto Tagger



The SHiP Experiment

Physics Proposal  
signed by about 80 theorists

Technical Proposal 
about 200 experimentalists 
45 institutes from 16 countries



Introduction
- We do not know the energy scale of New Physics 
- Dark Matter might be light and similarly we can have a (hidden) 

sector of light new physics weakly interacting
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Intensity
frontier:

Beam-dump
facilities

- We do not know the energy scale of New Physics 
- Dark Matter might be light and similarly we can have a (hidden) 

sector of light new physics weakly interacting



Hidden Sector

Visible Sector 
GSM = U(1)xSU(2)xSU(3)

Hidden Sector 
singlets wrt GSM

• New light hidden particles singlets wrt to SM gauge groups   
• The lagrangian for the mediator is a composite operator (of SM and HS)  
• Lowest dimension SM operator makes up the portal to the HS
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singlets wrt GSM

• New light hidden particles singlets wrt to SM gauge groups   
• The lagrangian for the mediator is a composite operator (of SM and HS)  
• Lowest dimension SM operator makes up the portal to the HS

Mediator



Introduction
• Neutrino portal: new Heavy Neutral Leptons coupling with 

Yukawa coupling 

• Vector portal: Massive paraphoton (also known as Dark 
Photon) 

• Dark Boson 

• Higgs portal: Light scalar (mixing with the Higgs) 

• Axion portal: axion-like particles  

• Exotic SUSY



Neutrino Portal 
• Complete the SM by adding the right-handed partner of SM neutrinos 
• Might explain the BAU, smallness of neutrino masses, neutrino 

oscillations 
• … the lightest might be the Dark Matter

LN = iN i@µ�
µNi �

1

2
MijN c

iNj � Y ⌫
ijLLi�̃Nj



Sterile neutrino production at low masses

• The production of sterile neutrinos happens via mixing of sterile neutrinos 
with active neutrinos, i.e. it is suppressed by a factor U2 

• If the mass is small enough they can be produced in semileptonic meson 
decays (pions, kaons, D-mesons, B-mesons) 

• The decay of sterile neutrinos also happens via mixing with active 
neutrinos, decay channels  N ! h`, N ! ``(0)⌫, N ! h0⌫



Vector Portal: Dark Photon 
• Dark Matter might interact via unknown forces  
• Consider an additional U(1)’ symmetry wrt which SM particles 

are neutral 
• If we have some high mass fermions charged under U(1) and U(1)’ 

we have an effective coupling

• Can explain AMS positron excess, possibly anti-proton excess 
• Expect DP to exist in GUT models 
• SUSY models with DP with a mass range 10MeV-10GeV



Scalar Portal
Typical lagrangian for scalar portal

Main production via beauty



The SHiP Experiment
- Production via K, D, B - mesons 

- Long Living and weakly interacting particles

- Decays in the following modes

- Fixed Target experiment with large number of PoT

- Large decay volume, isolated from SM particles

- Spectrometer with tracking, magnet and PID capabilities



The SHiP Experiment

~150m 

Challenges: 
- Target Design: 

- Peak Power 2.5MW 
- Corrosion/Radiation issues/etc… 

- Sweeping magnets 
- Veto systems

- about 3000 fully reco vtau 
- cross section measurements 
- Charm physics with taus 
- Proton structure function 
- HNL normalization with ve



HS Detector
- Vacuum: 10-3 mbar 
- Large vacuum vessel (5x10x50 m3) 
 - Liquid Scintillator around decay vessel  
 - Timing detector with <100ps resolution 
(Plastic scintillators read by SiPM, proposed by Swiss groups) 



Background 
Studies



Neutrino background
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Muon induced background
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Background rejection
- Veto systems 
- isolated good quality vertex 
- Timing 
- IP to the target 
- According to MC studies 

possible to reduce the bkg to 
<0.1 event in 5 years 



Sensitivity



Sensitivity Sterile Neutrinos
U2

e: U2
µ: U2

τ~52:1:1 
Inverted hierarchy 

U2
e: U2

µ: U2
τ~1:16:3.8 

Normal hierarchy 
U2

e: U2
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τ~0.061:1:4.3 
Normal hierarchy 

U2
e: U2

µ: U2
τ~48:1:1 

Inverted hierarchy 
U2

e: U2
µ: U2

τ~1:11:11 
Normal hierarchy 

Scenarios for which 
baryogenesis was 

numerically proven  

With a coupling of  U2 =10-8 

and M=1GeV  
We expect about 1000 events 



Sterile neutirnos at colliders
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- Lifetime decrease with the mass to the fifth power  
-   Searches at ATLAS and CMS 
-  Great sensitivity at FCCee (and FCChh) 
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FCCee sensitivity

• This is the sensitivity assuming zero 
background for displaced vertexes 
between 100um and 5m and 1013 Z0

A. Blondel, E. Graverini, N.S. and M. Shaposhnikov (arXiv:1411.5230v2)

• This is the sensitivity assuming zero 
background for displaced vertexes 
between 10cm and 1m and 1012 Z0



Dark Photon Sensitivity

With new QCD calculations  
(still in progress) actual sensitivity  
extends to higher masses O(10 GeV)  

Meson production and  
proton bremsstrahlung  



Dark Scalar

- Unique region of coupling invariant mass 
- Complementary to B-factories, CHARM and LHCb



Conclusions
- New Particles might be light, very weakly coupled and 

consequently with long lifetime (Sterile neutrinos, Dark 
Scalar, Dark Photon, …) 

- These particles can be searched for at the high intensity 
frontier (High Intensity Beam Dump) 

- SHiP experiment at CERN would allow to improve by several 
orders of magnitudes present constraints: 

- 2x1020 PoT 
- Veto systems 
- large decay volume 

- Sterile neutrinos with high mass can be searched for at Z0 
factories



Thanks  
for the  

Attention



Time Schedule
Accelerator schedule 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

  LHC   Run 2 LS2   Run 3 LS3   Run 4 

  SPS                                                         

      

Detector R&D, design and TDR Production Inst. Installation   

  Milestones TP TDR CwB   CwB Data taking 

Facility Integration CwB   

  Civil engineering Pre-construction  Junction - Beamline - Target - Detector hall   

  Infrastructure   Inst. Installation     

  Beamline R&D, design and TDR Production Inst. Installation Installation   

  Target complex R&D, design and TDR Production Installation   

  Target           R&D, design and TDR + prototyping Production Installation !! !! !! !!                             

10 years from TP to data taking 
!  Schedule optimized for almost no interference with operation of North Area 

! Preparation of facility in four clear and separate work packages (junction cavern, 
beam line, target complex, and detector hall) 
! Maximum use of LS2 for junction cavern and first short section of SHiP beam line 

!  All TDRs by end of 2018 
!  Commissioning run at the end of 2023 for beam line, target, muon shield and background 
!  Four years for detector construction, plus two years for installation 
!  Updated schedule with new accelerator schedule (Run 2 up to end 2018, 2 years LS2) 

relaxes current schedule  
" Data taking 2026 



Sterile Neutrinos

Fermions get mass via the Yukawa couplings

If we want the same coupling for neutrinos, we need right-handed (sterile) 
neutrinos… the most generic lagrangian is
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Sterile Neutrinos

Fermions get mass via the Yukawa couplings

If we want the same coupling for neutrinos, we need right-handed (sterile) 
neutrinos… the most generic lagrangian is

LN = iN i@µ�
µNi �

1

2
MijN c

iNj � Y ⌫
ijLLi�̃Nj

Kinetic term Majorana mass term
Yukawa coupling



Seesaw Mechanism

�LM⌫ = MDij⌫LiNj +
1

2
MNijN c

i Nj + h.c.

V = (⌫Li, Nj) �LMV =
1

2
VMVV + h.c.

�± =
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p
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N + 4M2
D

2

�� ⇠ M2
D

MN
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Eigenvalues Assuming MN >> MD



Neutrino Oscillations

Neutrino oscillations is also explained via the Yukawa coupling of sterile and 
active neutrinos

YI`L`�NI

Active neutrinos mix with sterile neutrinos with a mixing angle

UI` ⇠
M `

D

M I
N

=
YI`v

M I
N

This is why people can search for sterile neutrinos, 
i.e. they can interact with SM particles by mixing 
with active neutrinos (neutrino portal)

⌫i N ⌫j

< � > < � >



Sterile Neutrinos Masses

Majorana Mass (GeV)

Yu
ka

wa
 Co

up
lin

g

Seesaw formula mD ⇠ YI↵ < � > and m⌫ =

m2
D

M

• Assuming m⌫ = 0.1eV

• if Y ⇠ 1 implies M ⇠ 1014GeV

• if MN ⇠ 1GeV implies Y⌫ ⇠ 10�7

remember Y
top

⇠ 1. and Y
e

⇠ 10�6

From the seesaw point of view the mass of sterile neutrinos can be basically anything 

If we want to explain the smallness of neutrino masses (in a natural way) the mass of 
sterile neutrinos should be at least at the GeV scale



How many sterile neutrinos



How many sterile neutrinos

N=1  
Only one active neutrino acquire mass 



How many sterile neutrinos

N=1  
Only one active neutrino acquire mass 

N=2  
Two sterile neutrinos acquire masses 
All neutrinos experiments (apart for LSND) can be 
explained 
Thanks to new 3CP violation phases BAU can be 
explained (for certain values of masses and 
couplings)



How many sterile neutrinos



How many sterile neutrinos

N=3 
In addition to N=2 case, one of the following 
sentence can be chosen: 

Three sterile neutrinos participate to BAU and 
most of the parameter space can generate BAU 
The lightest neutrino is in the eV scale and can 
explain LSND 
The lightest sterile neutrino is ver weakly 
coupled and is a Dark Matter candidate



How many sterile neutrinos



How many sterile neutrinos

N>3 
More of this sentences (or all) can be explained 
simultaneously 

Three sterile neutrinos participate to BAU and 
most of the parameter space can generate BAU 
The lightest neutrino is in the eV scale and can 
explain LSND 
The lightest sterile neutrino is ver weakly 
coupled and is a Dark Matter candidate



The vMSM

Shaposhnikov et al. arXiv:0503065 (and references therein)



The vMSM

The lightest sterile neutrino, in 
the KeV region is a warm Dark 
Matter candidate

Shaposhnikov et al. arXiv:0503065 (and references therein)
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The vMSM

The lightest sterile neutrino, in 
the KeV region is a warm Dark 
Matter candidate

They are responsible for 
neutrino oscillations

The other two neutrinos are 
almost degenerate in mass

They generate BAU via 
leptogenesis

They are responsible of smallness 
of active neutrino masses via the 
seesaw mechanism

Shaposhnikov et al. arXiv:0503065 (and references therein)
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- U2 too large implies that N2,3 are in thermal equilibrium during the relevant 
period of the Universe expansion 
- MN > MW the rate is enhanced due to N—>Wl leading to stronger constraints 
on U2
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explain the neutrino mass differences 
observed in experiments 
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- U2 too large implies that N2,3 are in thermal equilibrium during the relevant 
period of the Universe expansion 
- MN > MW the rate is enhanced due to N—>Wl leading to stronger constraints 
on U2

Below the seesaw line N2,3 cannot 
explain the neutrino mass differences 
observed in experiments 

If the lifetime of N2,3 is smaller than 
0.1 sec they cannot affect the BBN



Shaposhnikov’s Minimal Hypothesis

The Landau pole for SM is above the Planck scale  
The SM vacuum is either stable of meta-stable 
The naturalness paradigm that would predict NP at the Electroweak scale 
is challenged  

Degrassi, Di Vita, Elias-Miró, Espinosa, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia (2012) 
Bezrukov, Kalmykov, Kniehl, Shaposhnikov (2012)



Lifetime of seesaw sterile neutrinos
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The lifetime is very different for different values of U2 and M 

In general different backgrounds and experimental signatures for 
different values of U2 and M



Muon Background

Sweeping magnet also require the 
decay volume to be far away from 
the walls—> big cavern 



Sweeping magnet
Realistic design of sweeper magnets in progress 

Challenges:  
flux leakage, constant field profile, modeling magnet shape< 7k muons / spill 
(Eμ > 3 GeV), well below the emulsion saturation limit 

Negligible flux in terms of detector occupancy 



Simulation
FairSHiP simulation: 
- Pythia 6/8 
- Geant 4 
- Genie

Simulation of the Muon shield 
- performance validated with CHARM data     
- very good agreement 

Compare data with simulation 
at 5 distances from the CHARM target 



Prospect 



tau neutrino physics

Tramontano et al.



Associated Charm Production

Tramontano et al.



Charmed Pentaquarks

Tramontano et al.



Target
-  Target dimensions  
-  Layers of Titanium/Zirconium/Molibdenum for 4λint in the core of the beam 
- Followed by Layers of pure W 
- Each layer is cooled by water  
- Alternative cooling with He under study



Timing Veto Detector

Energy loss in plastic: dE/dxmin = 2 MeV/cm, 
light yield: 10000 photons/MeV ⇒ 
for 2.5 cm bar: Nγ= 2.5 x 2 x 10k = 50 k 

For long bar mainly those γ which have total 
internal reflection (θ >39o ) are detected

UZH and UniGe involved in the project 

NA61/SHINE ToF 
- 100ps resolution in NA61/Shine ToF 
-  Size of scintillator counter 120x10x2.5 cm3 
-  Total active area 1.2x7.2 m2

Challenges: 
- Large area  
- Required time resolution <100ps



Timing Veto Detector

Various design under study 
- 6m long bars read by PMTs 
- Replace PMTs by SiPM  
- Different possible designs   

Strong Point of SiPM: 

- Possible multi column setup 
- No problem with the magnetic field 
- No shadow for the CALO 

Challenges: 
-  Dark rate, typical value (Hamamatsu, C-

series of sensL) is 100 kHz/mm2= 10 
MHz/cm2 

- Investigate whether we have enough 
photons to have sufficient time resolution



Muon Filter

SPSC$open$session,$23rd$June,$2015$
28$

Magnetic sweeper field 

!  Muon flux limit driven by emulsion based neutrino detector and HS background 
!  Active muon shield based entirely on magnet sweeper 
    with a total field integral By = 86.4 Tm 
    Realistic design of sweeper magnets in progress 
     Challenges: flux leakage, constant 
     field profile, modeling magnet shape 
!  < 7k muons / spill (Eµ > 3 GeV), well 
     below the emulsion saturation limit 
!  Negligible flux in terms of detector occupancy 

SHiP muon shield 

Dose rate in the SHiP hall 



Muon Filter

SPSC$open$session,$23rd$June,$2015$ 31$

Decay volume and spectrometer magnet 
LS cell with WOMs 

!  Estimated need for vacuum: 
     ~ 10-3 mbar 

!  Vacuum vessel 
!!!!!!!!! - 10 m x 5 m x 60 m 
       - Walls thickness: 8 mm (Al) / 30 mm (SS) 
       - Walls separation: 300 mm; 
       - Liquid scintillator (LS) volume (~360 m3) 
         readout by WLS optical modules (WOM) 
         and PMTs 
       - Vessel weight ~ 480 t                                                            !!!!

! Magnet designed with an 
   emphasis on low power   
                                                                                                                                                                       
- Power consumption < 1 MW                                                                                  
- Field integral: 0.65Tm over 5m                                                                                           
- Weight ~800 t                                           
- Aperture ~50 m2!



Muon Filter

SPSC$open$session,$23rd$June,$2015$ 40$

Neutrino detection 

!  Unique capability of detecting all three neutrino flavours  
 
   - ντ / ντ  ! ν interaction and τ decay vertices in emulsion target 
   - νe        ! electrons producing em shower in emulsion target 
   - νµ             ! muons identified by TT, DTT and the muon  
                     spectrometer of the tau neutrino detector 
 
!  Separation between tau and anti tau-neutrinos by the charge measurement 
 
   - charge of hadrons is measured by CES 
   - charge of muons is measured by CES and magnetic spectrometer  

Different topologies of muons 

DTT 

τ " hX τ " 3hX τ " µX

Correct$
charge$$

70% 49% 94% 

Wrong$
charge$

0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 

εtot  (%) 

τ " µX 60$

τ " hX 62$

τ " 3hX 63$

τ " eX 56$



Vector Portal: Dark Photon 

Production at SPS:  
• Pseudo-scalar meson decays (e.g. 

neutral pions to two photons) 
• Proton bremsstrahlung 
• QCD Production 

Dark Photon decays

- Searched for by several experiment 
- Large parameter space



Introduction
Veto: 
- The tau neutrino detector 

used as a Veto system 
- Liquid Scintillars 
- Plastic scintillators in 

fornt of the decay vessel 
- Straw tubes after 5m of 

the decay vessel

Bkg below 1 event per 5 years

Main discriminating variable: 
- IP to the target 
- Isolated event in the decay vessel



Combinatorial muons
Muon combinatorial background  

     Simulation predicts O(1012) muon pairs in the decay 
     volume in 5 years of data taking 

     Suppressed by: 
       - Basic kinematic and topological cuts   ~104 
       - Timing veto detectors  ~107  
       - Upstream veto and surrounding veto taggers ~104 

Level of background well below 0.1 event



Muon Inelastic scattering

Muon DIS interactions 
      - V0s produced in the walls of the cavern negligible background 
     - Muons inelastic scattering  



Target

Design consideration 
!  High temperature 
!  Compressive stresses 
!  Erosion/corrosion 
!  Material properties as a function of irradiation 
!  Remote handling  

Peak Power during spill of 2.5MW

-  Layers of Titanium/Zirconium/Molibdenum 
for 4λint in the core of the beam 

- Followed by Layers of pure W 
- Each layer is cooled by water  
- Alternative cooling with He under study



Sweeping magnet
Muon Flux Limit: 
- Background for the HS searches 
- Ageing of emulsion for neutrino detector 

Active muon shield based entirely on magnet sweeperwith a total field 
integral By = 86.4 Tm

Dose rate in the SHiP hall 

Magnetic sweeper field 



Neutrino Detector

Emulsion Cloud Chamber 
Is a key element of ντ detection 

neutrino tau detector very similar to OPERA

- tau neutrino cross section 
measurements 

- Charm physics with taus 
- Proton structure function 
- Large electron neutrino flux to 

measure Charm production



Magnet

Dipole magnet similar to LHCb 
magnet, but with 40% less 
iron and three times less 
power 

LHCb: 4Tm and aperture of 
16m2 

This design: 
aperture 20 m2 

Peak B-field 0.2T 
Field integral 0.5Tm over 5m



Tracker

Straw tubes similar to NA62 
with 120um spatial 
resolution and 0.5% X0/X

Main difference with Na62: 
5m length, vacuum 10-2mbar,  



Possible ECAL solution

Based on spiral-fibre Shashlik module



Possible Muon System

Possible Muon system: 
Four active stations (1 cm scintillators) 
interleaved with 60 cm (3.6 lambda) iron filter 
Strips: 5cm x 2cm x 270 cm 



Status of the SHiP Experiment



North Area



Cosmology



Cosmology



Cosmology



Cosmology



Constraints for N1



Constraints for N1

This gives an upper bound for the 
mass of the mass of the sterile 
neutrino Dark Matter



Constraints for N1



Constraints for N1

Bulbul et al. 2014 (arXiv:1402.2301) 
Boyarsky et al. 2014  (arXiv:1402.4119)



Constraints for N1

Bulbul et al. 2014 (arXiv:1402.2301) 
Boyarsky et al. 2014  (arXiv:1402.4119)

Discussion in the community, 
not yet clear if this is a “good” 
signal, needs confirmation



Dark Scalar



Dark Scalar


